
#10005, Rent - House, Belgrade, VOŽDOVAC

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

DETACHED HOUSE 220 m² €1,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

UNFURNI CITY CE YES 2 0 3 2 YES NO NO 4

LOT (AR) BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS LEVELS

4 4 1 PR+I

Very nice looking house, located near Autokomanda, in a street with little traffic and surrounded by other residential houses.

This area is fully with greenery and very pleasant for life. Plot has exit to two streets, and there is four parking spots in yard.

Brick facade is making house exterior, and yard of 4 ares is filled with vert. House occupies two levels and it has terraces both on

front and back side, while third terrace has exit to yard. Entry to house is right to central anteroom, which could be used and

living room too. Leading from it are dining room, separate kitchen and one bedroom with shower bathroom. Kitchen is large,

equipped with plenty cabinets, fridge and stove with oven. It also has entry to dining room and exit to porch leading toward yard.

Wooden staircase leads from living room to upper floor, where is open gallery, and three bedrooms with bathroom with

hydromassage shower-tub. Masterbedroom has around 45 m<sup>2</sup> and it could be divided into two, since it has two

entrances. Generally, all rooms in house are quite spacious and with regular shape. It is available for rent without furniture, with

only some closets. Overall impression is that this property has good layout, spaciousness and comfort. In addition, it has video

surveillance, alarm protection and four types of heating to choose between.
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